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Main Questions

• What emotions do games evoke?

• What are some of the most well-known theories of emotion?

• How do games evoke emotion?

• Do theories and concepts of emotion help us understand games
better?



Program (tentative)

• Day 1: Introduction, MDA, 4 Keys to Fun

• Day 2: Emotion Theories

• Day 3: Perception and GameFeel

• Day 4: “Deep” Games

• Day 5: Character Attachment
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ABSTRACT
Recent work introduced the notion of emotional challenge as
a means to afford more unique and diverse gaming experien-
ces. However, players’ experience of emotional challenge has
received little empirical attention. It remains unclear whether
players enjoy it and what exactly constitutes the challenge
thereof. We surveyed 171 players about a challenging or an
emotionally challenging experience, and analyzed their re-
sponses with regards to what made the experience challen-
ging, their emotional response, and the relation to core play-
er experience constructs. We found that emotional challen-
ge manifested itself in different ways, by confronting play-
ers with difficult themes or decisions, as well as having them
deal with intense emotions. In contrast to more ‘conventio-
nal’ challenge, emotional challenge evoked a wider range of
negative emotions and was appreciated significantly more by
players. Our findings showcase the appeal of uncomfortable
gaming experiences, and extend current conceptualizations of
challenge in games.

Author Keywords
Emotional Challenge; Challenge; Emotion; Player
Experience.

ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Challenge is commonly at the core of the player experien-
ce [10, 11, 42] and one of the chief reasons why people en-
joy playing digital games [26, 28]. Recent work introduced
the notion of emotional challenge [3, 9, 11], a distinct type
of challenge “which confronts players with emotionally sali-
ent material or the use of strong characters, and a captivating
story” ([11], p. 2513), and wherein the core pleasure lies in
resolving tension built up by the narrative and the emotional
exploration of ambiguity [3, 9]. Indeed, a recent study showed
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that emotional challenge plays a crucial role for the entertain-
ment experience of film viewers [3]. Similarly, the notion of
emotional challenge holds great promise for a better under-
standing of the player experience (PX). First, several scholars
have emphasized the importance of exploring and understan-
ding diverse types of game experiences [43], specifically with
regards to the emotional spectrum games may evoke [16, 29,
35]. Indeed, emotional challenge was suggested to afford a
wider range of emotions, beyond the frustration-fiero cycle
[26] typical of more ‘conventional’ challenge [9]. Second, it
may contribute to a more nuanced understanding of challenge
in games, which was argued to be insufficient in current play-
er experience research [11]. Third, as emotional challenge ty-
pically involves players confronting difficult subject matters
[9], it may inspire the design of games aimed at raising awa-
reness about real-world issues [15, 29]. Similarly, previous
research has discussed the potential of games for emotional
learning [27, 40]. A clearer understanding of what constitutes
emotional challenge may hence inform the design and evalua-
tion of such games. Finally, studying emotional challenge in
games may provide novel insights into the nature of uncom-
fortable yet worthwhile interactions [5, 8].

Yet despite this promise, emotional challenge in games has
received scant attention so far [11] and, to our knowledge,
the concept has never been empirically explored. As a re-
sult, we know relatively little about what constitutes emotio-
nal challenge in games, how it shapes the player experience
and which emotional responses it may evoke, as well as what
differentiates it from more conventional notions of challen-
ge in games. To address these research gaps, we analyzed
171 players’ accounts of either a challenging or an emotio-
nally challenging game experience. The contribution of our
study is threefold: First, we provide empirical evidence of
how emotional challenge affects the player experience. Spec-
ifically, we found that while emotional challenge evoked a
more diverse range of negative emotions compared to more
conventional challenge, players appreciated these experien-
ces significantly more. Second, we identify different ways
of how emotional challenge may manifest in games – con-
fronting players with difficult themes, letting them enact si-
tuations and decisions with no discernible positive outcome,
as well as having them deal with intense negative emotions.
Third, our findings showcase the ways in which emotional
challenge runs counter to notions of conventional challenge,
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ABSTRACT 
Emotionally impactful game experiences have garnered increasing 
interest within HCI games research. Yet the perspectives of design-
ers have, to date, remained largely overlooked. We interviewed 
14 indie game designers regarding their values and practices in 
designing emotionally impactful games. Counter to the focus of 
recent player experience (PX) studies, we �nd that while designers 
typically have a clear vision for the intended emotional impact, 
they aim for their games to provide a space for players to have 
their own personal experiences and interpretations. Despite this 
player-centric orientation, players were rarely involved before and 
during the production to evaluate the emotional experience. Based 
on these �ndings, we identify gaps between design practice and PX 
research, raise open questions around the design and evaluation 
of emotionally impactful game experiences, and outline opportu-
nities for HCI games research to more productively support game 
designers. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing ! Empirical studies in HCI; 
User studies; • Applied computing ! Computer games. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, interest in emotionally impactful player experiences 
– i.e. video games that have a profound emotional impact on the 
player in the form of complex, mixed-a�ect experiences, – has 
grown in HCI games research. Existing work has looked at player 
experiences ranging from emotionally challenging [8, 16, 20] and 
discomforting experiences [13, 28] to emotionally moving moments 
[6]. Others have addressed how games a�ord emotional [33] and 
deep [51] experiences, and developed ideation tools to facilitate the 
design for such experiences [49]. 

However, current literature on game design practice has been 
maligned for dealing with emotional responses and other more nu-
anced player experiences only indirectly, without clearly expressing 
how designers should cater for speci�c player experiences [49]. And 
so, we presently lack an understanding of how designers of such 
games approach and perceive their work. 

Understanding designers’ professional practices is crucial to de-
veloping theories [27] and tools [56, 57] that support the design and 
evaluation of games with rich emotional content. Insights into the 
values and perspectives of designers who engage with emotionally 
impactful games are necessary to inform player experience (PX) 
research about how these emotional experiences are designed for 
in practice. Ultimately, this knowledge may help identify and, even-
tually, bridge the gap between research and practice [27, 56, 57]. 

To gain these insights, we interviewed 14 indie game industry 
professionals (individuals or smaller development teams working 
on games without the �nancial and technical support of a large 
game publisher [22]) who had worked on commercially-released 
games known for their emotional impact. The contributions of our 
work are twofold: 

(1) We describe the values and design practices of practition-
ers who create emotionally impactful games. Our �ndings 
demonstrate that, while typically having a clear vision for 
emotional impact, the designers also aim to provide space 
within the game for players to shape their own personal 
and individual experiences. While the creation of the game 
setting is based almost entirely on the designers’ vision, the 
emotional �ne-tuning of the game involving target play-
ers is typically conducted at late stages of the development 
process. 
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Most played: Slay the Spire



Introductions

• What study program are you in?

• What would you like to know about 
emotion in games?

• What’s the last game (digital, analogue, 
or otherwise) you’ve played?



Contents

• Introductions
• Admin
• Why care about emotion in games?
• MDA Framework
• 4 Keys to Fun



This course is a work-in-progress.

• You are the “study subjects” 
to figure out how to improve 
the course

• Let me know what you’re 
interested in!



Participation

• Please participate in any way that works for you. If you have a comment, 
question, or experience to share raise your hand in Zoom. If you know of a 
cool game, video, or article. Post on Discord!

ØThe more discussion, the more interesting the course.

• Research on emotion in games is surprisingly scarce, and there are limited 
resources on designing for emotions. It’s therefore interesting to discuss 
whether we dis/agree with existing work

• Sometimes it’s useful to discuss personal emotional (non-game) experience 
to get a better understanding



Course Credit

• Attend / participate during the course

• Write an essay which (1) analyzes a game based on MDA and emotion 
theories, as well as any of the concepts introduced during the course; 
• or (2) create a game mock-up and document design decisions based 

on emotion theories and concepts introduced in the course.

• Deadline for the final assignment is June 30



Questions about Admin Stuff?
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• Admin
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Evolving a medium

Media evolutions follow 
similar patterns across 
technologies
(Bowman, 2020; Stober, 2004)



Evolving a medium

Media evolutions follow 
similar patterns across 
technologies
(Bowman, 2020; Stober, 2004)
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Art is something designed to evoke emotion through 
fantasy...The computer game is an art form because it 
presents its audience with fantasy experiences that 
stimulate emotion. 

Chris Crawford 
The Art of Computer Game Design 







PS2 Emotion Engine



Why Emotion?

• Focusing on emotion in games counters common game (research) 
tropes

• E.g., much focus on motivation, retention, time spent playing, formal 
elements of games

• Emotion is about the player experiences, what make games more 
memorable, may leave a strong impression on players long after 
playing





Er….

���

CHAPTER NINE • THE GAME IS MADE FOR A PLAYER

 4. Spatial puzzles: Studies have shown that males generally have stronger skills of 
spatial reasoning than females, and most people would agree that this matches 
anecdotal evidence. Accordingly, puzzles that involve navigating 3D spaces are 
often quite intriguing to males, while they can sometimes prove frustrating for 
females.

 5. Trial and error: Women often joke that men hate reading directions, and there 
is some truth to that. Males tend to have a preference for learning things through 
trial and error. In a sense, this makes it easier to design interfaces for them, since 
they actually sometimes prefer an interface that requires some experimentation 
to understand, which ties into the pleasure of mastery.

Five Things Females Like to See in Games
Females want experiences where they can make emotional and social discover-
ies that they can apply to their own lives.

—Heidi Dangelmeier

 1. Emotion: Females like experiences that explore the richness of human emo-
tion. For males, emotion is an interesting component of an experience but sel-
dom an end in itself. A somewhat crass but telling example of this contrast can 
be found at the ends of the “romantic relationship media” spectrum. At one 
end are romance novels (one-third of all fiction books sold are romance novels), 
which focus primarily on the emotional aspects of romantic relationships and 
are purchased almost exclusively by women. At the other end of the spectrum is 
pornography, which focuses primarily on the physical aspects of romantic rela-
tionships and is purchased almost exclusively by men.

 2. Real world: Females tend to prefer entertainment that connects meaningfully 
to the real world. If you watch young girls and young boys play, girls will more 
frequently play games that are strongly connected to the real world (playing 
“house,” pretending to be a veterinarian, playing dress-up, etc.), whereas boys 
will more frequently take on the role of fantasy characters. One of the all-time 
best-selling computer game titles for girls was Barbie Fashion Designer, which 
lets girls design, print, and sew custom clothes for their real-world Barbie dolls. 
Compare this to Barbie as Rapunzel, an adventure game in a fantasy setting. 
Although it featured the same character (Barbie), it did not have a real-world 
component and was not nearly as popular.

  This trend continues through adulthood—when things are connected to the real 
world in a meaningful way, women become more interested. Sometimes this is 
through the content (the Sims games, e.g., have more female players than male, 

Jesse Schell. 2015. The Art of Game Design. Second Edition.
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Emotions can be quite ephemeral. We
cannot design them

Hassenzahl (2004)

The tricky part



The Lens of Emotion
● What emotions would I like my 

player to experience? Why?

● What emotions are players 
(including me) having when 
they play now? Why?

● How can I bridge the gap 
between the emotions players 
are having and the emotions 
I’d like them to have?
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MDA Framework – Hunicke, LeBlanc & Zubek (2004)

• Mechanics: Game rules and actions players can take

• Dynamics: When players actually interact with the game mechanics, 
which actions do they take? Which strategies emerge from the
interplay of mechanics?

• Aesthetics: What‘s the player experience like? E.g., Do players find the
game fun?



Mechanics – Formal Elements
• Mechanics: Rules of the game, as well as actions players can take

• Formal Elements (Fullerton, 2014)
• Objectives: Goals, which the player tries to achieve given the game

rules

• Procedures: Actions, which the player can take to reach the objectives

• Rules: Rules that define the game objectives and player actions

• Resources: Resources that are used to reach the objectives

• Conflict: E.g., obstacles, enemies, difficult decisions prevent the player
from directly reaching their objective(s)



Formal Elements of Tetris
• Objectives: Reach a high score
• Procedure: move block left/right, 

accelerate, rotate
• Rules: Fill a row to clear a line, clearing

more lines at once nets you more points, if
blocks reach the top the game is over

• Resource: Next tetris block is displayed, 
which allows planning ahead

• Conflict: Game speed increases over time



MDA Framework – Dynamics
• Dynamics: What actions do players actually take? What play

strategies emerge from the mechanics?



MDA Framework – Dynamics
Dynamics of Tetris

• Risk v reward (may depend on playstyle): 
E.g., fill in rows asap, or build up gaps to
place blocks for more points
• Rotate a tetris block at the last moment

to make it fit



Spawn Points / Respawn



MDA Framework – Mechanics
• Example Call of Duty Black Ops 2

• Typical Game Mechanics:
• Shoot
• Run
• Reload weapon
• Change weapon
• Spawn Points
• Points for kills
• Etc.



MDA Framework – Dynamics
•May lead to Spawn Camping Dynamics ...



MDA Framework – Aesthetics
• Which may result in a certain Aesthetic (i.e. experience) for players

Ø E.g., feeling of accomplishment for camping players (and eventual boredom?)

Ø E.g., frustration for players who keep getting killed at the same spot
whenever they respawn



Discussion – Frustration! What can be done?

• What could game designers do to avoid
such a frustrating player experience?

• Take 2 - 3 minutes to write down ideas

Ø Aesthetics cannot be directly designed
for. E.g., You can‘t tell players not to get
frustrated.

Ø Dynamics cannot be directly designed
for. You can‘t prescribe players how to 
play your game.

Typical Game Mechanics:
•Shoot
•Run
•Reload weapon
•Change weapon
•Spawn Points
•Points for kills
•Etc.



Discussion: How to fix Spawn Camping? How 
does it affect the experience?



MDA Framework – Mechanics Shape Experiences

• Change Mechanics to shape the Dynamics in such a way that the
intended Experience is more likely to emerge. E.g.,

ØRandom spawn points: Spawn camping Dynamics no longer possible

ØA few seconds of invincibility for respawning players

ØEtc...



MDA Framework – Aesthetics -> Mechanics 

• While game designers may not directly design an experience, they
can still start a game design with the experience in mind they want to 
impart .

• Aesthetics may inspire certain Mechanics



Hotline Miami

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBaSQbUeSY0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBaSQbUeSY0


Mechanics
•Fight, Run
•Killed enemies remain on 
map 
•Kill all enemies to 
complete level
•Get back to beginning of 
level afterwards
•Etc. 

Dynamics
•Backtrack through loads 
of pixelated gore – all 
caused by the player 
themselves

Aesthetics
•A certain sense of pride 
and accomplishment?
•Revulsion and 
discomfort?
•Maybe all of the above?

MDA Framework – Hotline Miami



https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator

https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator


MDA and Emotions
• Spin the Wheel 3 times: 

https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator

• For each feeling you roll, think of an existing game that expresses this 
feeling.

• Discuss how the game mechanics give rise to this emotion

https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator


Present …

• Was it difficult to think of game examples? For which feelings did 
examples come easily? Which ones were more difficult?

• Was the MDA framework useful for analyzing all the different 
feelings?



LUNCH BREAK

1h BREAK



Present …

• Was it difficult to think of game examples? For which feelings did 
examples come easily? Which ones were more difficult?

• Was the MDA framework useful for analyzing all the different 
feelings?

• Why were some feelings more difficult to think examples for? 

• Why was the MDA framework more difficult to use for certain 
feelings?



Mechanics Dynamics Aesthetics

MDA Framework – Critique
Dramatic Elements (e.g., graphics, narrative, characters) 

VS

Social Context
Player Characteristics

• Personal preferences
• Previous experiences
• Familiarity
•etc



Dramatic Elements (Fullerton, 2014)

• Premise
• Setting (e.g., «Alien-Invasion»), Game world

• Story
• Narrative, what happens in the game?

• Character
• The characters you play as and encounter

• Dramatic Arc
• What is the central conflict? How does the player get there?



Dramatic Elements Tetris
http://www.onlinespiele-sammlung.de/tetris/tetrisgames/loodo/

http://www.onlinespiele-sammlung.de/tetris/tetrisgames/loodo/


Other contextual aspects?

• Can you think of other contextual aspects, besides the social context?

ØE.g., playing a horror game in broad daylight



Game Design & Context

• Which games do you know that incoporporate contextual aspects?

• What games? Which context aspects? How do they shape the
emotional experience?



Game Design & Context – Boktai (Konami, 2003)



Contextual Game Experience Model – Mäyrä (2007)

Situated Play, Proceedings of DiGRA 2007 Conference 

© 2007 Authors & Digital Games Research Association (DiGRA). Personal and educational classroom use of this paper is allowed, 
commercial use requires specific permission from the author. 

The Contextual Game Experience: On the Socio-Cultural 
Contexts for Meaning in Digital Play 
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ABSTRACT 
The experiences game players and other people have 
around digital games are not limited to the intensive, 
immersive ways of playing them. Therefore the earlier SCI 
model of gameplay experiences is not sufficient to cover the 
full range of game experiences. In this paper a more 
comprehensive model is presented by describing the 
multiple contextual layers that surround and underlie every 
encounter with digital play and games. 

Author Keywords 
player experience, gameplay experience, context, meaning 

INTRODUCTION 
There is plenty of anecdotal evidence available on how 
people who are not usually players of particular digital 
games – or games at all – actually end up enjoying the 
experience when they have been introduced with such 
games under suitable conditions. On the other hand, many 
of us have also experienced situations where it has been 
necessary to play a game that in itself we do not enjoy, in 
order to facilitate a social situation that is valuable for us. 
Taken into a more general level, such experiences point out 
how the significance of game is not limited to its formal 
characteristics, or its ‘core gameplay’, or its formally rule-
defined interactions. 

This short paper is a look into certain key dimensions or 
extensions of games where the experience of game is being 
qualified to a significant degree by factors that are not 
necessarily at the heart of the ‘gameness’ of a game (cf. 
Juul 2006). These aspects of digital play are important to 
consider in order to understand the systems of signification 
surrounding digital games in more comprehensive manner. 
It has also implications that relate to the way we 
conceptualise and define a ‘game’ in late-modern societies. 
It can be argued that only a small part of the game is 
actually captured by the rules that focus on in-game 
operations and mechanics, and that our ‘gaming contracts’ 
actually consist of complex, interwoven networks of 
different signification systems. Rather than a fully-rounded 
empirical study, this should be read as a theoretically and 

methodically oriented background paper for player 
experience research. 

ARGUMENT 
Our earlier SCI model (Ermi & Mäyrä 2005) concerns what 
is happening during the performance of play, and it 
identifies three key aspects of player experience that 
respond to games’ specific holding powers: the sensory, 
challenge-based and imaginative types of gameplay 
immersion. (See Figure 1, below.) The role of ludic 
challenge is central, and the model is at its strongest in 
describing player experiences that occur among games that 
require time, dedication and skill to master. There exists 
both a great range of games that are designed to be casual 
(meaning here of mostly ease of learning and low levels of 
challenge) that ‘immersion’ is not generally the key concept 
in characterising the type of entertainment they mostly offer, 
and ways of playing and using games in other ways that are 
not immersion-focused. 

 

 

Figure 1: The SCI 
model of gameplay 
experience (Ermi & 
Mäyrä 2005). 
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Contextual Game Experience Model – Mäyrä (2007)

• Player experience is shaped by different contextual aspects

• Immediate Personal Context: Player Characteristics, situation, place

• Immediate Social Context: Who is there? Who are you playing with? What do they think of games?

• Historical context: How has technology evolved? How have gaming habits changed?

• Social norms and values: Cultural differences



Mystery House (1980)



Final Fantasy VII (1997) (how we remember it)



Final Fantasy VII (1997) (what it looked like)



Final Fantasy VII (1997) (what it looked like in-
game …)



Cultural Differences – American Kirby is Hardcore



Cultural Differences – American Kirby is Hardcore



Cultural Differences – American Kirby is Hardcore



Societal context: What has changed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTzyz2TgGls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTzyz2TgGls


Nowadays: PS4 Pro– Feel the Power

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvbIjgpn8cA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvbIjgpn8cA


MDA and Emotions
• Spin the Wheel twice: 

https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator

• How would you adapt Space Invaders to express these feelings?

• Brainstorm a game idea that modifies the game to express the two 
feelings – they don’t have to occur together

• You can modify mechanics, as well as dramatic elements

https://wordwall.net/resource/1787517/random-feelings-generator


MDA Framework – Space Invader

• Mechanics:

• Dynamics:

• Aesthetics:

Move left/right, shoot, 
take cover, cover can
be destroyed, aliens
descend

Distribute damage, 
duck and cover

«Last Stand», 
«Independence Day»



MDA Framework – Space Invader

• Did you adjust mechanics or dramatic elements?

68
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